UK theatre featuring actors and performers with learning disabilities
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A report by Vanessa Brooks
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Authorship
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The Separate Doors project is a collaboration between
Vanessa Brooks and four theatre companies across the UK,
four directors and over thirty actors and performers with learning
disabilities.
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The aim of the project is to throw a light on key producers and
creators of work featuring actors and performers with learning
disabilities, to acknowledge success, chew over obstacles, consider
objectives and to advance a shared ambition for a fully
representative UK theatre landscape.
A further aim is to offer clarity to programmers, venues and others
inspired by the idea of collaborating with companies at the cutting
edge of diverse and integrated work.
There’s a wealth of talent, quality and potential within the featured
companies and within the wider learning disability theatre sphere
and Separate Doors aims also to champion exceptional actors and
performers with Downs Syndrome and other learning disabilities,
who, without advocacy, can be overlooked.
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A debatable glossary

page 20

Theatre needs to reflect and represent all of society.
Actors and performers with learning disabilities need to be seen on
the same stages, in front of the same audiences, as everyone else.
It’s to be celebrated that there are currently increased working
opportunities in theatre for deaf and physically disabled actors.
It would be a travesty if the price of this progress is a tipping up
of the balance and for the work of actors and performers with
learning disabilities, who have appeared on main stages
in recent years, to dip into invisibility.
Separate Doors asks how we can re-ignite the production of
high quality work featuring actors with learning disabilities and
move tomorrows theatre industry into a total commitment to
diversity.

Roles need to be framed for actors and performers with
learning disabilities and venues supported to embrace
the impact the work offers.
Ask an actor in training at drama school where he or she sees
him or herself in five years time and the likely reply will be ‘on
Game of Thrones as a regular’ ‘at the National’ or ‘making
theatre with some other actors who want to explore a certain
kind of work’. All ambitions which, although tough to
realise, are totally understandable. Drama school training
focuses on the core acting craft necessary to work in all media
and the optimistic student will want to put the hours spent
developing mid-atlantic vowels, sustaining breath through
unfeasibly long sentences and working on Labans’ efforts, to
good use.

“I’m training to be an actor...Not a student”
It’s unlikely that an actor in training would want to continue
to train with little prospect of working with creatives who will
stretch their skills but instead stay corralled with
others from similar contexts with little hope of reaching
audiences beyond mum, dad, and other guaranteed fans,
denied honest feedback, the right to failure and a bad day at
work, fundamental to the development of any artistic career.

It’s vital that companies who offer training at
vocational level are sustained to offer a
professional producing output as without this
specific opportunity talent may wither on the
vine and, in a societal culture where
expectations for people with learning
disabilities are low, the quality of production
work may rapidly decline.
Until the industry can catch up and offer fully
integrated casting and more co-producing
opportunities there is an onus on the
specialised companies to generate their own
theatre work of the highest quality possible.

“I’m in good shape, really, it’s just
the funding model doesn’t suit me”
Where actors and performers have moderate
learning disabilities theatre work struggles
to be artist-led and is often only viable when
company-led, a conflict with a current funding
model which supports individual artists who
can self-produce.
Arts Council initiatives such as Unlimited, The
Space and Performance Live with the BBC have
offered artists from diverse backgrounds new
opportunity to develop their own creative
projects.
Some performers with mild learning disabilities
and/or autism, notably at Hijinx theatre and
Mind The Gap, have suceeded with artist-led
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processes, however for most actors and
performers with moderate learning
disabilities, cognitive difference makes
project and conceptual management
challenging, in effect denying access to these
opportunities.

“Actors work as a team.
We’re a company.
There are no stars here”
All participating directors voiced some
frustration with a model which supposes
artist-led work a good fit for theatre making.
Theatre is a collaborative medium.
For an actor, or a writer, or a designer or a
director to take full ‘I’m in the driving seat
and we’re going this way’ ownership over a
process or production is anathema to most
theatre work.
Companies such as Dark Horse who have
received positive press from the Guardian
and others for touring work pitched towards
general audiences have produced
integrated touring theatre, working with
their own trained actors with learning
disabilities and casting non learning disabled
actors from the business, simply can’t make
company driven work where a solo artist has
to take the lead.
Re-shaping ensemble precepts to fit a catch
all ‘accessible shape’ could result in the
destruction of an art form standard process
which has offered successful inclusive work
for general audiences, the holy grail currently
being discovered by actors and performers
who are deaf and/or have physical
disabilities, via the forward thinking Arts
Council Ramps On The Moon project.

Andrea Williams/SNAKEBITE/Dark Horse

It’s clear that the artist led model works well for some arts and for
some artists with disabilities. Many individual deaf and physically
disabled artists and performers have made exceptional work
afforded by the model and important progress has been made by
those who want and can and should produce their own work. It’s
shifted power positively into the hands of the makers and offered
platforms for voices unheard which audiences are currently
benefiting from.
However one size doesn’t fit all and ‘artist-led’ doesn’t work for
integrated theatre making.

In spite of a shared outsider experience the politics and
positions of theatre made by people who are deaf and with
physical disabilities differs from that made by people with
learning disabilities.
Disability arts and the deaf and physical disability theatre
sectors do outstanding work and make great progress in
defying prejudice but the objectives and methods of the
different areas of theatre and work may benefit from clear
definition.

A learning disability sector may
be stronger for being just that
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Theatre featuring actors and performers with
learning disabilities, especially moderate learning
disabilities, relies on advocacy to flourish.

As a writer and director I dislike the idea of
being disallowed the exploration of
anyone’s life experience on the grounds of it
being different from mine.

In common with my director peers inputting into this project I
don’t have a learning disability. We all view our roles as advocates,
champions for, and collaborators with, our colleagues with learning
disabilities.

I want to work with, and learn from,
exceptional talents whatever shape or form
they come in and I want that freedom for
other creatives, audiences and the actors I
work with too.

My background is as a classically trained actor, a playwright and
director in all scales of mainstream theatre and a director in drama
schools. Between 2008 and 2015 I was artistic director of Dark Horse
theatre.
A principal drive for me is for the representation of people with
learning disabilities in the dramatic canon and on stages in the UK.
I was first drawn to work with actors with learning disabilities by a
desire to challenge an industry hegemony whereby actors with
learning disabilities were barred from mainstream work by an
assumption of technical inability and, conversely, mainstream directors and writers were assumed to be ill-equipped to work with
people with disabilities and politically suspicious; an impasse and
divide existed.
I wanted to write and direct for general audiences with actors with
learning disabilities as part of the process and met, and continue to
meet, challenges from both worlds.

It’s a misconception that text based/narrative/
mainstream theatre is only accessible to those with
linguistic skill, that ownership of work is only viable
via a devised and self generated process, or that a
non learning disabled director will reinforce power
paradigms.
I aimed to grow a method to enable all kinds of actors to work
with equality and freedom in a standard rehearsal room, a
place where the work and the disability arts agenda could be
happily separated, where the sole objective is simply to make
excellent work; a journey that led to the development of the
silent approach and a clutch of integrated new plays and
productions playing out to ‘real’ audiences featuring leading
roles for actors with learning disabilities.

Is it time for the battlelines of an earlier
agenda to fade? to accept that devised
theatre and disability arts processes aren’t
automatically artistically and politically
superior to mainstream theatre work? and at
the same time to acknowledge that written
and general audience focused work is neither
a threat to, nor judgement of, community
arts, simply different?
Influence, visibility and learning from the
best in the broad theatre field can only be
progressive for a shared ambition to
advance equality.
There’s value and a positive future in high
profile crossover, integrated work on venue
stages for creatives, actors and performers
with and without learning disabilities and
the audiences they seek to challenge,
entertain and educate.

Let’s not put
barriers up, let’s rip
them down, take the
risks, learn the skills
and strive to be the
best we can be.
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The collaborating directors
Nick Llewellyn, Artistic Director of Access All Areas
developed the company from its genesis as a group of part
time performers, leading increasingly successful outreach and
community projects and growing the organisation into a
successful producing and training company. Nick started his
career in the sector, working in the outreach department at
project participants’ Hijinx in Wales before moving to London.

“There are lots of artists with physical disabilities now making their own work. In
the learning disability world the practicalities, booking rehearsal rooms, all that
producing stuff is difficult for people to do, whereas artists with physical and
sensory impairments are often able to manage. There’s a real gap in terms of
presence for performers with learning disabilities in this artist self driven work”
“You need a good PR person because you need to get that right. It can
all sound like community theatre. We’re very conscious of that. We
work hard not to be pushed into that category. It’s not where we
belong.”
Lynda Hornsby, Executive Director of Dark Horse
offers a producer’s point of view. Working for the company in
various administrative, management and production capacities
for over fifteen years she has been a part of many evolutions
as the organisation has developed into its current incarnation
as a national touring theatre company and vocational trainer of
actors with learning disabilities.

“There needs to be a building of knowledge for venues and other arts entities so
that there’s greater understanding about the work and its range and then there’ll
be a more holistic approach to embedding diversity when it comes to learning
disability.”
“We’re not learning disability led and we have the confidence to
say that, however that doesn’t mean actors don’t have ownership
over the work. The work is for everyone so everyone can come
to see it, its not about issues or the specific lives of people with
learning disabilities, we’re about general stories.”
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Jen Sumner, Artistic Director Hubbub
studied studied Drama and then Drama and Movement
Therapy at Central and taught and worked in the community
in London, Brighton and Derbyshire. She developed her work
as a performer with Maison Foo theatre company in Derby
before Hubbub gained profile via the opportunities afforded by
the Paralympic opening ceremony in Derby in 2012. Hubbub
launched with an outdoor show in 2012, followed by their first
indoor show in 2014 and tour in 2016.

“Conversations need to be had with venues and venues need to know what
to ask. There’s a big difference between community groups and those making
excellent theatre. Everyone needs to be honest and admit they are unclear, ask
the right questions and then it can be worked out.”
“Its about equality. There never used to be women on stage, or black
people. It’s a process we’re going through. If you’re good enough
then yes, if not, get off.”

Ben Pettitt-Wade, Artistic Director of Hijinx
Started his career as an actor and came to artistic directorship
at Hijinx via a broken bone, an inspirational project with
learning disabled people at Spare Tyre theatre, a life
changing sabbatical with Spanish company Danze Mobile and a
breadth of knowledge born of introducing the Hijinx academies
and developing the internationally renowned Unity Festival.

“Disability arts has a stronger voice. Although I work with artists with learning
disability, I am not a disabled person and it’s much more difficult for me to advocate
for our disabled artists and for my voice to hold the same sway. Disability arts had a
clearly defined area in terms of what it’s about to be disability-led, from ideas
developed in the early 1970’s, and inclusive theatre companies don’t have that. So
the idea with Unity was to bring disability arts and inclusive arts together so that
we were side by side and inclusive work (featuring actors with learning disabilities)
could be considered its own entity. I’m not sure how successful that’s been.”
“The discussions about quality and criticism could do with being more
robust and venues and programmers aren’t part of the conversation yet.”
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“The company tours and there are people with learning disabilities in it.

So it’s professional is it? Isn’t it? What is it then? Who’s it for?..Help.”

There are 58 companies in the UK with a theatre offer
working with people with learning disabilities.
A tiny proportion of these companies are
Arts Council National Portfolio
Organisations, a small handful make
theatre productions for general
audiences and offer vocational training,
many are part of larger multi or
combined arts organisations and many
more offer community engagement and
social activity for participants, and some
do all of these things.

Programmers need to know what they’re programming and
marketing needs to be clear and that responsibility lies with
the companies, not the venues.

Some organisations work solely with
people with learning disabilities and
some also work with people with autism
and physical disabilities. Some companies
work with people with mild cognitive
differences and difficulties and strong
verbal ability and some work with people
with moderate learning disabilities and
with no speech at all. Some organisations
make work specifically for people with
profound and complex needs.

Amateur and professional are clearly two different kinds of
work, neither is of more merit than the other, but they are
different.

The breadth of work undertaken is
immense and takes place in all kinds of
contexts and with all kinds of diverse
aims.
With such a variety of output to badge
all theatre featuring learning disability
which tours as professional is absurd but
there can be a coyness about definition
which is unhelpful to both community
and vocationally focused companies.
If venues and audiences are unclear of
the pitch and content of specific
productions by companies working with
actors and performers with learning
disabilities then the programming of any
and all of the work is at risk.
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There are people with learning disabilities in the UK who want
to explore drama as a hobby and people with learning
disabilities who want to learn the craft to do the job of
acting, just as there are people without learning disabilities
who engage in amateur performance and also people who
work to enter a profession.

All theatre companies and venues are proud of their often
excellent participatory and community focused programmes
of work, specialists deliver to it and people of all ages happily
engage, it brings venues to life, participation offers
belonging and creativity.
Community activity, for many people with learning disabilities
is of great value, gives a forum for issues and experiences,
offers learning opportunities, is social and enjoyable and
provides all the positives of performance without the many
pressures.
Some community work is extraordinary, powerful and slickly
delivered. Most actors and performers with and without
learning disabilities start their careers in community-focused
work.
Professional theatre on the other hand makes demands of its
exponents, a usually entirely unknown audience pays for a
ticket and expects a return on that investment, the onus is on
the company and actor or performer to engage, entertain,
possibly educate, transport and replicate in a technically
efficient way and engender belief in an idea, event or story;
whether or not the piece of theatre is well received, the
expectation is that it will be delivered proficiently and it’s this
set of standards that professionals train for and develop skills in
throughout their working lives.

This is why professional work (even if it doesn’t deliver, when it
will suffer the consequences) promises a base line level of
‘quality’ which most of us know when we see it, even if we
struggle to quantify it; we certainly know when it’s lacking.
Why can’t theatre featuring actors and performers with
learning disabilities be clear and straightforward about both
the community and professional areas of output?
Venues, programmers and producers in all media increasingly
look to embrace diversity and cast learning disabled actors.
Only professional work should be booked into spaces where
general audiences are led to expect professional work.

The label ‘professional’ contradicts crushingly when
misplaced.
Professional level work produced by companies and actors
and performers with learning disabilities is rare in the UK and
achieved as a consequence of long journeys towards skills
acquisition.It’s vital that venues are clear about the area in
which the work they’re programming exists and that work is
marketed as either community or professional work, in order
to ensure audiences have clear expectations and that those
expectations are met.
Currently there are only a few theatre companies in the UK
producing work and offering vocational training to actors and
performers with learning disabilities. Four of them are the
focus of this project, other companies such as Mind The Gap,
Blue Apple and The Lung Ha’s in Scotland make and tour work
and develop the skills of actors and performers such as Liam
Bairstow, currently in Coronation Street/ITV, Sarah Gordy most
recently in Call The Midwife/BBC and cast in the early days of
Hijinx’s evolution as an integrated company, Tommy Jessop
played Hamlet in a tour of the same and many others are
leading the charge for working actors with learning
disabilities.
Groundbreaking performances seen on TV are usually delivered
as a consequence of the training and consultancy offered by
learning disability focused theatre companies, presently the
only option for actors with moderate learning disabilities who
want to learn the craft, drama schools not yet being in a
position to make a much-needed offer themselves.
Talent breeds talent and the best need to work with the best
to improve. Separate Doors collaborators agree that it’s only
through positive partnerships with leaders in the drama
training, theatre, film and TV arenas that any actor or
performer with aptitude can reach full potential.

Where actors and performers with
learning disabilities with outstanding
capability are being directed by, and
working solely with, community arts
practitioners it’s unlikely that
outstanding capability can advance.
The next generation of directors working
in integrated theatre will hopefully come
from the widest possible talent pool,
professionals drawn to edgy
producing companies and to culture
redefining venues will hopefully also be
attracted by the possibilities of diversity,
unencumbered by segregationist ideas of
a ‘different kind of theatre for different
people’ and instead fired up by the
dynamism of a theatre for everyone.
Dark Horse successfully worked with the
Regional Theatre Young Directors scheme
to encourage new directors into working
in integrated rehearsal rooms and more
initiatives are needed to provide the
crossover.
For talented artists ongoing exposure to
excellence and quality results in better
and better work. Collaboration between
highly skilled artists with learning
disabilities and artists without learning
disabilities results in an informed,
surprised and progressive general
audience.

Separation and segregration is
retrograde.

Vocational actors and
performers with learning
disabilities may come into
the industry through
separate doors but they
want and need to play to
the same audience in the
same house.
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Profile: Access All Areas

Artistic Director Nick Llewellyn talks about the company...
In 1976 The Rainbow Drama Group, a weekly community
activity for people with learning disabilities, met at Hoxton
Hall. It was one of the first groups in the country to make
community theatre with people living in long stay hospitals.
In 2004 Hoxton Hall lost all its adult arts funding (Arts
council regular funded status and local council) and we
became our own independent charity, Access All Areas,
and moved out.
I joined the company and took up directorship on a part
time basis in 2007. At that time there was no long-term
strategy, it was run as a weekly project. I was doing my
Masters degree at Goldsmiths and running the Hackney
Shed (A Chickenshed satellite) project as well, I was also
doing some teaching at the Royal Central School of Speech
and Drama working with BA students and young people
with special needs and so Access All Areas grew with me
during that time.
Since that period it’s become a much bigger fish. We grew
from the community and we still have a strong community
focus. We run four projects a week for people with
profound and multiple learning disabilities under the
umbrella of ‘Spinning Wheel’ and we have an entry level
performing arts project called ‘Departure Lounge’ for
people with mild and moderate learning disabilities, with
no public shows. We also have a community theatre
company called ‘Black Cab Theatre’ which meets once a
week and does put on shows. The work of Black Cab
Theatre isn’t for Lyn Gardner (theatre critic of the Guardian)
or for public performances as the work wouldn’t be
understood, it’s a group where people can get experience
in front of an audience but it’s not professional. There’s a lot
of youth theatre around but there’s not a lot of good youth
theatre for people with learning disabilities. If you miss that
boat and you’re an adult with a learning disability you still
need that community intervention, where its safe to fail,in
a way, I think. A core group devises the work and some
members have worked in it for fifteen years, people come
and go and for some it acts as a progression route onto the
Performance Making Course at the Royal Central School of
Speech and Drama.

The course is fundamentally about performer training
and the ethos is about finding the individual identity
of each artist and how they want to be seen in the
world. That can be didactic as in Cian Binchy’s The
Misfit Analysis or maybe not didactic, there were
performance poetry elements in that show but not
based around Cian’s direct experience. It could be
much more stylistic, abstract or experimental. Some
people are non-verbal or speak in very specific ways so
we wanted to find a way of experimenting which could
give everyone ownership. The aim is for the whole
course to be a place of play and we don’t invite any
audience until the end of year showcase, the rest of
the time work is shown in-house. At the same time as
going down this physical theatre site specific
performance art route we have classes in voice and
movement and acting and we work with casting
director Sarah Hughes too. The work with her is the
opposite of what the course does because its not
devised, we work with scripts. We do audition
technique and work attached to developing
characters. Playing and devising is one unit, finding
characters through Laban work and the other side of
the course is ‘Representing Me’ which looks at the
work of other disabled artists, people like Matt Fraser.
He talks a lot about ‘being the chap with those arms’
he’s done Casualty, worked in America, he’s a great
role model in terms of his practise.
I’m very open to all theatre. I don’t think you should
be one track minded in an industry which is still not
open to people with learning disabilities.
If you’re offered a part in Holby City or an ITV drama,
brilliant.

In terms of production work we did something a few
years ago called The Trial (Based on Kafka’s Trial)
around digital privacy, at the time when Julian Assange
was all over the press. We created a room with court
clerks, the audience came in and we’d go through a
beaurocratic process, total mayhem, and then upstairs
for their trial. It went on for a month. It was inclusive,
there were some non learning disabled performers in
We’re in the third year of delivering our course at Central
there. It was sold out and we had some good reviews.
and it’s our professional training programme. It’s a one-year
People said ‘We’d never met a person with a learning
course, people come twice a week and also have intensive
disability’ or ‘got close to someone with a learning
weeks and we run additional projects with other students
disability’ and I thought wow that’s absolutely terrific.
on other courses at Central. For example we have a
I’m very much into that kind of site specific immersive
project with an MA acting coach student who teaches on
performance.
the course, we’ve had placements with Applied Theatre
students and our students have gone on tour together in an
inclusive theatre performance to London tertiary colleges.
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Imog

Eye Queue Here again reaches people on the
streets, audience who are new to the work
and new work in development MadHouse
explores social history and the movement of
people with learning disabilities out of long
stay hospitals. This work involves a bigger
company, that’s five to seven artists, and
although it’s still facilitated I’m a bit more of
a director in that than in a solo piece.
We’ve got five artists and five rooms and
each artist has to come up with exciting
ideas around how they want their room to
look, defined by the history of people with
learning disabilities but looking at
contemporary stories of confinement
because people now are spending more and
more time at home, benefits are being cut,
horrible things are happening.The Misfit
Analysis, Cian Binchys’ solo work about his
experiences as a man with autism did very
well at the Edinburgh Festival and at the
Vaults Festival in London and was reviewed
by Lyn Gardner though the next step in that
critical journey I guess is for the work to be
compared to any and all theatre being made.
The show wasn’t judged against anything
else.

KEY FACTS:
Date founded: 2004
Where: Hackney, London
Actors or performers: Performers
Training opportunities:
Community activities, formal
training course at the Royal
Central School of Speech and
Drama (1 year)
Style of work: Devised, artist-led,
issues-based, immersive
Type of production work: Street
theatre, festival theatre, small
scale touring
Target audience: General,
learning disability interested
Recent productions: The Misfit
Analysis, Eye Queue Here,
The Trial, Me you and Hoxton too

We’re all about finding
our own disabled
aesthetic.

Imogen Roberts/Boy/Almeida Theatre
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Why do actors train?
Any actor serious about the work wants to learn the craft,
actors with learning disabilities need access to training too.

A visit to a community focused inclusive
theatre group led to a thought provoking
exchange.

Although some actors don’t train most who make a career in
theatre do, and it’s often clear in terms of baseline technical skills
when actors lack craft.

Watching a rehearsal it was clear two
performers with moderate learning
disabilities had potential, energy and
presence.

Theatre’s a very exposing medium and every actor is scrutinised on
stage. We need to be able to hear actors adequately and for them to
move in a way which communicates, this isn’t a ‘body beautiful’
dictat but the need to ‘be’ in an active neutral state on a stage, a
state very difficult for most untrained people to acquire. Actors need
to be able to work together and ‘off’ each other, to listen and react,
to be able to hit marks, to know where the focus of a scene is and
how not to pull it, to maintain concentration, to make entrances

Chatting to them afterwards and learning
that they’d had workshop inputs from
companies and practitioners but hadn’t yet
engaged in a course of learning around craft
both company members were asked if they’d
be interested in training.

A discussion, including their directors, led to
the conclusion that training for them wasn’t
necessary, for a variety of reasons. ‘Not all
actors train’ was the rationale given by the
company’s founder, and although entirely
true, it inspired a major chewing over of the
case for training.
In terms of the work the group was making
and its community pitch there was indeed no
need at all for training but if ambitions were
to be realised, and this group had venue
touring ambitions, then giving actors access
to skills acquisition becomes both desirable
and necessary.
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and exits, to work when the cat’s just died, to offer constructive (and
recieve not so constructive) criticism, to constantly learn and
develop through a process, to play as directed, to be clear in intent,
to repeat the same activity many times over, to be spontaneous,
flexible and collaborative, to cope with the stress of performance in
front of crowds of people and the thousand other skills which make
for employability, watchability and occasionallly the delivery of fine
work.

Acting is a craft and to do it well takes
learning and dedication. It’s about the only
profession that has an amateur version of
itself because its fun to do at community
level, but the highly specialised craft we
watch the fruits of on screens and on stages
is the consequence of application.
The fact that many people think and hope
they can do it is testament to the skilled
trickery which makes the best of it look
effortless.

There’s no reason whatsoever why expectations for an actor with
learning disabilities should be any different from expectations for an
actor without learning disabilities.
If companies and actors and performers want to make the step into
venues and promote themselves as professional then skills
acquisition can only help. There are exceptional people with
learning disabilities who can benefit from access to training for the
job of acting and routes into a training delivered by people
appropriately skilled to offer it are increasingly possible.
Some theatre companies run residencies and receive inputs from
working theatre professionals. These inputs alongside consistent
objective based short and long courses can raise standards and open
up opportunities.
Many drama schools have made great strides
in making actor training accessible and
working with vocational actors with learning
disabilities, notably the Academy of Live and
Recorded Arts, the Royal Central School of
Speech and Drama and the Royal Academy of
Dramatic Art is currently working with the
author to open a much needed door into
some of the best tutelage in the world.
Why not give actors with learning disabilities
the same tools of the trade as other actors?

Breaking down the mystique and
perceived difficulty of Stanislavsky
based method as the foundation
of actor training for people with
learning disabilities is key to
crossover success and the

silent approach

is one way in.

Rebekah Hill/Dark Horse at ALRA
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KEY FACTS
Date founded: 1998
Where: Huddersfield
Actors or performers: Actors
Training opportunities: The Conservatoire,
on-going professional development for
actors. Foundation Acting Course
(Planned for Autumn 2016). Community/entry level
course in Studio A
Style of work: Ensemble focused, narrative driven,
text-based, physical theatre, devised
Type of production work: Venue based, small and
middle scale touring
Target audience: General. Adult.
Theatre-going. Learning disability interested
Recent productions: Snakebite,
Sing Something Simple 1 and 2,
Hypothermia
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Joe Sproulle/Sing Something Simple/Dark Horse

Profile: Dark Horse

Executive Director Lynda Hornsby talks about the company...

The company grew out of a Mencap initiative launched in 1998.
At that time there were no other companies around to measure
against, even Mind The Gap was new, there was nothing much out
there with a distinct learning disability focus so testing if there was
any demand from this group of people for activity in a performing
arts context was the first step. The pilot proved there was interest.
Initially the company was called Full Body and The Voice.
In 2008 Vanessa Brooks arrived and saw that there was potential in
developing a formal actor training offer for people with cognitive
disabilities with the overarching aim of preparing students and actors
for work in mainstream contexts and in mainstream structures, in
order to broaden performance and production possibilities. Assisted
by affiliation with the Academy of Live and Recorded Arts (ALRA) an
adapted drama school modelled approach was developed and
adopted; past therapeutic activities, drawing and working with
emotion and an emphasis on performance over skills aquisition,
made way for structured work with story and character.
Syllabuses were created which mirrored drama school class and
rehearsal shapes. Using less speech and engaging theatre
professionals and mainstream tutors to the work meant actors with
learning disabilities now had access to the same toolkit as other
actors training for the job of acting. The training meant the
production work became more ambitious, ensemble productions
engaged large casts of trained actors with learning disabilities
working autonomously, without the need for on stage support in
new pieces of narrative theatre and tours of integrated work with
guest actors cast from the industry and high profile production teams
played to general audiences, and were covered by national critics.
During this period the company premiered most of its work at the
Lawrence Batley Theatre and then toured all over the UK to
mainstream venues. We also developed links with TV companies and
other industry professionals. We developed an episode of
SHAMELESS in collaboration with Paul Abbot and Channel Four
featuring eight of our actors, trained new directors via the Regional
Theatre Young Directors Scheme (RTYDS) and gave consultancy to
many venues and creatives seeking to work with actors with learning
disabilities.
Vanessa Brooks left after seven years, at the time that we moved out
of the national portfolio. The company has been through a period
of re-evolvement and we’ve engaged various directors as associates
and it’s worked well so we anticipate that model continuing. We
haven’t toured in the past year, up to this period we’d been out every
year to eighteen months but we’re not doing that currently. However
the plan is to begin to do it again, probably in an integrated context.
We’ve been working with Vanessa on research and development for
new piece I Love You Baby and a spin off studio show which is in the
pipeline and we have a plan in house to look at developing an
ensemble show which might tour, scoping is in development at the
moment.

The ultimate aim is to get our actors on
stages so we’re looking at producing venues
and companies, mainstream organisations,
to create work seen by general audiences so
more people with learning disabilities both
engage with the arts and are represented.
In terms of actor training we currently have
two programmes of work. Eight actors form
the professional ensemble and are working
in The Conservatoire which is a year long
continued professional development
project. Over the course of the year actors
have worked on three short performances
with three different associates, each pitched
at different audiences, the aim being to
stretch their skills base and refresh and
develop their craft. Specialist tutors have also
inputted into the conservatoire and at the
moment actors are working with a dancer.
We also have a community offer and a
potential access route into work eventually
at professional level in Studio A. Studio A is a
project set up for performance newcomers,
most of the participants have an interest in
performing which comes from somewhere,
school or a youth club or people just having a
go and having a look. In Studio A people get
a taste of entry level skills and the hope is
that from September we can offer a
foundation acting course and get some new
people in onto that. It’s a possible route for
people with learning disabilities who want to
begin a career.
Our audience is key to everything. That’s
who we’re here to serve. That’s the ethos
and the actors understand that and know
that’s what they are doing the work for.

Our work begins
and ends with
our audience.
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The silent approach
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Not every actor with a learning disability wants, or
has the aptitude, to work with the RSC, or be in a
new play at West Yorkshire Playhouse, or research
and develop ideas with Spymonkey, but some do and
many theatre producers are interested in the value
and creative expansion possible via working with
vocational actors with learning disabilities.
There is a wealth of learning and method that can help with these
crossovers from all of the companies engaged to this project.
The silent approach is the method which I developed at Dark Horse
and the one that I took to each of the four collaborting companies
and their actors and performers.
Perceived barriers to engaging actors with learning disabilities to
standard rehearsal and production processes tend to fall into three
distinct areas, finance, capability and literacy. The assumption is that
rehearsals will take longer and support costs be prohibitive,
that a lack of understanding of standard processes and vocabulary
will make collaboration impossible and that scripts will be
inaccessible.
The silent approach counters all three assumptions and offers a way
in for actors with cognitive difference, and a liberation for other
cast members .
Rehearsal processes are intense and compact and full length two
hour fifteen minute long text based plays can rehearse comfortably
within a two-week period.
Actors and performers with learning disabilities have no need for
support assistance in the working space beyond colleague support
as the approach itself makes the work accessible and the work is the
sole focus.
All text is used in situ within scenes and the lack of verbal instruction
and analysis removes the need for effort to be spent on decoding
linguistics, often tiring and counterproductive for actors and
performers both with and without learning disabilities. Text is used
and learned quickly through a kinesthetic process. Actors and
performers can ‘be’ and react.
The experience of delivering an identical workshop to four very
different ensembles showed flashes in moments of profound
differences in approach and flashes of astonishing symbiosis.

There’s so much extraordinary talent in these companies.

How powerful would it
be to bring it all together?

Silent Approach basics
All work is ensemble work
and everyone in the rehearsal
room is engaged to the
working process at all times
There are no scripts in the
working space.
For a play rehearsal all set and
props are in place from day
one.
Warm ups move into scene
work into warm downs,
physically.
Where text/dialogue is used
it’s been learned prior to
rehearsal.
No speech is used by anyone
other than scene dialogue
(within reason)
Music scores activity
throughout rehearsal.
Silence is high value and only
spent when absolutely
necessary.
The director is conduit for the
writer/devisers concept and
offers stimulus into given
circumstances, space, time
and states, makes minimal
statements, offers sound cues
or shows images and
manages time.
Minimal instruction is given
beyond actions and
objectives.
Constantly changing choices
are made by actors.
Activity is tried many different
ways
Character relationships are
discovered in real time in
space and the work is found
between the actors.
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Impressions
The companion film to this report offers a visual record of the silent approach
workshops, below are the rough notes made after each experience
ACTORS &
PERFORMERS
Access All Areas
Cian Binchy
Dayo Koleosho
Adam Smith
Kali Perkins
Stephanie Newman
Neil Bennett
Rebecca Seabrook
Deen Hallisey
Dark Horse
Mark Craven
Rebekah Hill
Ben Langford
Toby Meredith
Alice Rogers
Joe Sproulle
Andrea Williams
Hijinx
Gareth Clark
Martin Vick
Lindsay Foster
Sian Foulardi
Tom Powell
Matthew Parnell
Danny Mannings
Richard Newnham
Richard Horrigan
Andrew Tad
Hubbub
Amy Crofts
Laura Guthridge
Holly Baxter
Dan Walmsley
Adam Chilcott
Beth Gardner
Izi Noakes
Tom Willson
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Workshop 1. Access All Areas/Royal Central School of Speech and Drama/
London

Met actors and Nick L. in the coffee bar at Central and two MA students
observing. Met Cian Binchy and told him how brave I thought his performance was in
Misfit Analysis with so much direct address. Set up expectations and asked company to go
with me, all agreed. Established space with Nick, rigged cameras. Cued first track. Some
confusion over placement of bags. Performers into spaces and engaged in personal warm
up (as instructed) before hitting film mark and improvising physically in front of camera on
cue, some movement found autonomously some given by me. Some distraction via
latecomer/tutor/child and parent entry into space but recoveries made. Eye contact given
but hard to keep it directed cross-ensemble. Aiming for neutral in interactions in space,
working on breath, trying to gather all together but contact improvisation keeps
happening. Try to encourage standing still in neutral in pairs but hands get joined up and
off everyone goes again. Bring circle together, move collectively, work on breath,great.
Marker work, five positions in the large dance studio and one clear movement on each
before running on to next- push to side, lasso, push to side again, hands on head and
crouch, turn in centre circle. Not acquired by performers, freeform, moved on brought
circle back together and on to breath. Hard to contain urge to improvise, build and
perform. Voice work through articulators and sounds of admonition and approval works
well, good focus, enjoyment. Tested song, didn’t work, couldn’t engage everyone, cut it
short. Moved into scene building via given circumstances, images and sound cues.
Extraordinary responses again cut short the exercises and moved into work with two
specific actors. Very directable. Finished sharply as felt I was losing focus of group.
Learning points: Need to work on establishing non-verbal focus points more. Singing
doesn’t work.Cut it. Aim to try establishing scene work with whole company again and
hold nerve.

Workshop 4. Hijinx/Chapter Arts Centre/Cardiff
Lost in road outside met company member Martin who took me into café where I met
other actors and Johnny, new support worker, it was his first day. Met Ben PW and went
with him to set up room. Johnny communicated his needs to company re: his deafness.
Company warm up led by Ben which I joined in with, good introduction to company.
Briefed actors re: silent approach and workshop aims and briefed Johnny to effect that
there would be no speech and that visual cues were everything and all left the room
ready to come back in on cue. Extended the warm up, Martin terrific co-leader in
gathering ensemble and gaining focus, and silent greeting generally positive with some
confusion over instruction. Marker work engaged with, needed some prompts from
me to refresh memory of efforts in each position. Voice warm up and reaction exercise
worked well. Company member became anxious about time and gestured to watch as
standard break slot had been passed. Called break. Post break scene work with Martin
and Gareth, warm down and feedback.Learning points: Confirmed for me that scene
work too ambitious for me and actors in this ‘one off workshop’ context and that a
different kind of workshop focusing on rehearsal skills would be necessary to approach
this side of the work.

Workshop 2. Hubbub/Deda/ Derby/
Met Jen S. and company in coffee bar took photos and chatted about experimental nature of workshop, made
request for no speech and asked if all would go with it, agreement given. Left to rig cameras and set up alone,
much appreciated. Company in blacks and warm up and physical sequences excellent, really good focus and able
to add and extend silent greetings and physical exercises (movement through planes, efforts, reversals, changes of
pace). Voice work embraced, called break as I needed to check in with my plan. Post break further physical work
before handing over to Jen. Decision made by me not to move into scene work due to recognition of difficulty in
biulding the bridge between skills work and rehearsal technique. A flaw in my planning, the two areas of work
demand a different focus and virtually impossible for me to build bridge between two. Would have been better
framed as two different workshops. Handed over to Jen who continued with Hubbub exercises and warm up, good
to observe company’s process. Great commitment. Learning points: A need to revisit the structure of the
workshop, silent approach for scene construction very different from ensemble voice and movement shape.
Too challenging for me to move between the two with a company new to me.

Workshop 3.Dark Horse/Lawrence Batley Theatre/Huddersfield
Greeted actors in courtyard and discussed parameters of project and
filming objectives. As ensemble known very well known to me as colleagues
workshop offers opportunity to explore and extend exercises. Warm up, silent
greeting and marker work in danger of falling into automatic mode due to
overfamiliarity so some unknown movements added which the ensemble
responded to excellently. Moving back on to breath used autonomously as
the neutral haven its intended to be, ensemble open, relaxed and trusting.
Retention of marker efforts (push, swing etc.) accurate and moved into scene
work. One actor ‘showed’ rather than just being, a demonstration rather
than an imagined state. Terrific discipline. Excercises all known and so some
extra time spent developing vocal warm up. Learning points: Scene work
challenging to develop adequately in time span. Not necessarily
appropriate on back of silent exercises, very much a rehearsal process rather
than ensemble building/rehearsal skill.Observations: An established
ensemble tuned to each other and in tune with my processes. Challenge to
break through known responses (for me and the ensemble) and find
creativity and spontaneity.Extraordinary ensemble discipline. As ever.
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A debatable glossary of useful words and phrases
A

C

Actor

Casting Director

An audience facing collaborator
and intepreter of story in a
theatre or other context

Actor training

Vocational skills acquisition via
direct inputs from directors and
tutors working in professional
theatre (see drama school)

Applied Theatre

Practise and area of study
focused on work with
marginalised communities

Artist

A practitioner of any art form,
painting, music, dance, circus arts,
sculture, performing arts etc.

Artist-led

Individual artists’ vision drives a
process (in many art forms see
above)

Autism

A neurological difference. Some
people with autism have learning
disabilities and visa versa
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Engaged by producer to find potential
actors for audition/test for projects.

Children and young people’s
theatre

Work made for this demograph (none
of the Separate Doors companies make
children’s theatre)

Collaborative/ation

Professional theatre is made by teams
of specialists working together, it’s a
collaborative art form, the whole is
greater than its parts.

Community arts

Any form of artistic activity which takes
place in a community setting.

Community arts practitioner

Often with an applied theatre
focus, working for positive change for
groups in the community

Company

In theatre ‘The company’ often means
‘the actors’

Crossover

Professional theatre work
featuring actors with learning
disabilities crafted to play
to, and appeal to, general,
mainstream (all) audiences.

Charity

Most theatre companies of all
kinds (not solely disability
focused) in the UK are also
registered charities due their role
in educating the public.

Combined arts

Community arts focused
organisations offer activity across
various art forms

D

Devised theatre

Work which doesn’t arise from
a writer/s but is improvised by a
group.

Didactic theatre

Instructive and/or
educational, intended to enlighten
or teach.

Disability arts/theatre

Disabled people take the theme of
disability as the foundation for
artistic work. Disabled people
make and lead the work.

Downs Syndrome

People with Downs
Syndrome, a genetic condition,
have a learning disability

Drama School

A preparation for the acting
profession. Entry to drama schools
is competitive and via audition.

F

Founder member

Artistic Directors of smaller
theatre companies (especially those
with a learning disability focus)
are often founder members, the
organisations’ growing with their
developing ethos.

Moderate learning disability

Categorising adjective lying between
severe and mild. Many people with
Downs Syndrome have a moderate LD,
some people with autism have a mild
LD.

Often understood as an
extension of the disability arts
movement, work which puts
people with learning disabilities at
centre, offering access and equality.
Content assumed to be disability
focused.

Integrated

Work featuring both non
learning disabled and disabled
actors pitched towards a general
audience. A descriptor for the
mixed constituency of the cast.
Not disability arts focused.

Method for integrated rehearsal
process in professional settings,
allowing actors with and without
learning disabilities to work with
equality.

Stanislavsky/ian

N

Small scale theatre

Narrative theatre

Inclusive

Silent approach

Method (The)

Various acting systems based on
actions and objectives (see
Stanislavsky) a vocabulary understood
and used by all mainstream actors,
directors and theatre companies.

I

S

Creator of the system, the
foundation for all acting
technique and style used in
context of theatrical realism (as
in TV/film and theatre delivered
in a naturalistic style).

NPO

An Arts Council National Portfolio
organsition receives annual core
funding.

Auditorium, audience size and
production values (budget)
determines whether a theatre
tour is small, middle or large
scale. Small scale tours can
happen in non conventional
spaces and includes theatre
studios.

P

Participatory

T

Text-based

Work in the community where joining
in with activity is a key objective. Many
community arts companies have a
participatory focus.

Theatre generated from words
on a page usually written by a
writer or verbatim material.

Physical Theatre

University drama

Story based, can be written or devised,
rather than issues based.

Storytelling and onstage activity using
the body rather than language.

PMLD

U

The theoretical study of the art
form (rather than
the practical and vocational
training in acting offered in
drama schools)

Ballet dancers, opera singers and
actors intepret music and story,
develop their own reading of a
given shape.

Profound and multiple learning
disabilities. Some niche theatre work
is made for this specific audience.

V

Performer

Vocational training

Issues-based theatre

Professional

Interpretive art form

Explores problems and aims to find
solutions ,often didactic, and used
in schools/educational and
community settings

M

Mainstream theatre

For general audiences,
entertaining, engaging, popular
and of all genres. (See crossover)

An artist working in front of an
audience in any art form.

(In acting) A practical
apprenticeship in the craft and
job of acting.

Work adhering to known high quality
standards, as a consequence of skills
aquisition, reflection and learning
and/or experience.

R

RTYDS

Regional Theatre Young Directors
Scheme, an initiative to train new
talent, proven advocate for crossover
drive, working with actors with learning
disabilities.
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Profile: Hijinx

Artistic Director Ben Pettitt-Wade talks about the company...

Hijinx has been established for over thirty years but it hasn’t
always been a company that’s focused on actors with learning
disabilities.
It began as a professional, producing touring theatre company with
a remit to take theatre to places where it was hard to access good
quality work. The company did a lot of rural touring and small-scale
theatre. About fifteen or sixteen years ago the then Artistic Director
Gaynor Lougher started a community group called Odyssey which
invited anyone with an interest in performing to join, with a
particular push towards people with learning disabilities. Odyssey
started to make productions and developed a two productions per
year model, one in summer and one in winter. The two tours toured
to two different audiences, one to venues like community centres
where they had an established audience and the second tour to
village halls and rural locations. It was in 2006 that the first actor
with a learning disability was cast in a production, Sarah Gordy, who
was cast externally which is interesting because we had the drive
to be inclusive but didn’t yet have the structures in place to engage
any of the learning disabled people we worked with in a professional
context.
I joined the company in 2007 as outreach officer, developing and
leading community workshops. In 2010 I took a sabbatical and spent
two months in Seville with Danza Mobile and witnessed first hand an
inclusive company set up to produce professional work. A
training course ran five days a week, offering training in specific skills
for actors related to the work being developed. It meant that when
productions were cast from the talent pool on the course the
actors had the same skills in place as the non learning disabled actors
engaged to the work. When I came back to Wales in November 2009
we were in the midst of an Arts Council review and had to
accommodate a cut of a third to our annual revenue, equating to
about a £70,000 income reduction. The Arts Council wanted us to cut
our community tour, at this point the only aspect of our work which
didn’t include artists with learning disabilities so from that point
onwards we have focused on inclusive work across the board. It was
serendipity that I’d come back from Spain at that point in time with
that particular experience and in the light of it, the next couple of
years were spent setting up an academy based on the Danza
Mobile model.
Today we have a network of academies, two in Cardiff training up to
twelve people with learning disabilities each and we have an
academy in Prestatyn, in Caernarvon in West Wales and we aim to
open one in Aberystwyth next year. That’s about forty five students
at the moment.
We needed to offer specific training because it’s virtually
impossible for people with learning disabilities to access
drama school or higher education.
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In 2007 we set up a festival called the Unity
festival, these days we call it the Hijinx Unity
festival. I’d worked with Spare Tyre in
London on their learning disability strand
and my experience there and at Hijinx was
that work-featuring actors with learning
disabilities wasn’t recognised as being
work of quality. The original concept was to
change that opinion. It’s meant we’ve had
access to, and made contacts with,
organisations all over the world and this has
led to improvements for all due to working
together and meeting.
In terms of productions; Community focused
company Odyssey is still running and does
one big Christmas production a year. It’s not
professional, it’s a way for people to have a
go and test the water.
Our residency strand is a programme which
has been successful and feeds into
production work. In 2010 we started to ask
established companies to come and work
with us and we’ve worked with Complicite,
Ockhams Razor, Punchdrunk and
practitioners like Jon Wright. We’ve created
festival work with Frantic and this year we’re
working with Told By An Idiot which will lead
to two performances at the festival. Some
of our professional work has sprung from
these residency relationships. We developed
Beneath The Streets with Punchdrunk
Enrichment due to the work the year before
and recent tour Meet Fred grew out of a
residency with puppetry company Blind
Summit. Over the next two years we’re
working with Spy Monkey and we’re in
research and development to get an
international cast together working with
Frantic Assembly’s Scott Graham and that’s
built out of the residencies.

Collaboration with
external artists
is vital.

KEY FACTS:
Date founded: 1980
Where: Cardiff, Wales
Actors or performers: Actors and performers
Training opportunities: Community activities,
formal training via Hijinx academies and
company residencies
Style of work: Devised, artist-led,
issues-based, narrative
Type of production work: Street theatre,
festival theatre, international, small scale
touring
Target audience: Learning disability
interested, general
Recent productions: Beneath The Streets,
Meet Fred

Richard Newnham/Hijinx
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Q: So what is this theatre work featuring actors and
performers with learning disabilities actually like?
A: Enormously varied...

Information for venues and potential collaborators

In the UK there are learning disability focused companies working in theatre...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Offering national touring of new plays to mainstream venues for general audiences
Delivering work to audiences of people with severe and complex needs
Making artist led self produced work
Making integrated work (featuring performers/actors with and without learning
disabilities) for general audiences.
Offering community activity for people to enjoy and benefit from in their spare time
Making ensemble theatre with community based groups of people for
local/community audiences
Producing Shakespeare adaptations
Creating site specific work
Offering therapeutic exploration
Devising and delivering narrative theatre
Professionally producing ensemble theatre for touring to general audiences
Delivering forum theatre training
Running drama school modelled vocational training
Providing multi-arts experiences
Giving circus and physical theatre skills training

By far most of this work in the UK is made by
companies with a community arts/inclusive/
disability arts focus; this may mean a company has a
ticket buying support base and may also have links to
local disability focused groups. Work is devised by the
groups themselves and the creative teams often stem
from social care/therapeutic/applied theatre fields.
Performers and creative teams in community focused
work may or may not have professional experience
and may or may not need support to deliver to
agreed show times and get in and get out times and
to frame marketing materials.
Often these companies have loyal peer followings
and play to very specific audience groups with great
success.
Disability arts groups can engage hard to reach
communities and many have longstanding
reputations, others are newer to venue performance.
The remit of these companies can be very broad,
with a mixed/combined arts offer and often people
with physical and learning disabilities make
performances together.

Information point 1:
In the early 1970’s onwards
many long stay hospitals
closed, institutions where
people with all kinds of
disabilities often lived for their
entire lives and as there was a
movement into the community
so the inclusive arts movement
was born, addressing a fight
for rights, justice and equality
which continues. Some of the
companies which grew out of
this period still exist and their
remit remains one of agitation
for positive change, a rejection
of second class citizen status
and the subjugation of
people with all kinds of
disabilities. The politics of a
fight against prejudice are the
art form and frame the
content of disability arts.

Most disability arts focused companies make work which
specifically examines disability issues and disability politics.

Information point 2:
Some theatre companies badge
themselves as integrated, rather
than disability arts/community
arts focused. Aiming to work
with professional actors and
creative teams with and without
learning disabilities the remit is
not overtly political but about
developing high profile
opportunities, ‘crossing over
onto mainstages’ and providing
a portal for full representation
(in all kinds of theatre, film and
on TV). Work is framed to
appeal to general audiences.

Community focused work can grow organically, from ideas
developed by groups of learning disabled people engaged to
drama based activity as a daily occupation. Often companies consist
of community artists with all kinds of disabilities and the people who
support them, who then become part of a performance group.
Professionally focused companies aim not to work directly from this
kind of social care provision but to be developed a consequence of
working with individuals with learning disabilities with tested skill
and aptitude, collaborating with and learning from with non learning
disability focused drama schools, directors and companies.
Type of output and audience targets are therefore best evaluated by
inputs, training, track record, creative team profile and each
individual company’s audience development strategy.

Both kinds of company can do excellent work
however each play to very different audiences and
expectations are different for both kinds of work.
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Amy Crofts/Hubbub
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Profile: HUBBUB

Artistic Director Jen Sumner talks about the company....

Hubbub is a relatively new company.
We did a research and development project in 2011 to see if there
was a need for an inclusive theatre company in Derby and the results
were very positive. The company launched in 2012 with support
from the Arts Council and Derby city council and our first show was
a street theatre piece for the city’s closing Paralympic celebration.
It involved physical theatre, clowning, original music and a visual
non-verbal approach, our style in essence. Then we developed an
indoor show which premiered in 2014, Kessoku, which we’ve just
toured in the East Midlands. We devise our work as an ensemble; we
want to include everyone’s ideas. My role in the rehearsal room is to
watch and observe and begin to pull out key moments. In Kessoku
one of the members had seen a large scale puppet in some street
theatre and thought we could use it on stage as the ogre. It’s a fully
collaborative process.
Our future plans are to underpin our theatre ensemble work with an
actor-training offer for people with disabilities in the East Midlands.
Throughout all of our work we have outreach workshops and we’ve
launched the Hubbub club which is an inclusive community offer for
all kinds of people at our base at Deda in Derby and it’s about the
spirit of Hubbub. This spirit is something that we’re working with our
marketing officer to try to encapsulate; when people come to see us
they smile and they have fun, uplifting is a word we hear a lot.
As we’re so new we have a relatively small range of work. We have
an outdoor show, Villlage Green Antics, based on the games typical
English village dwellers would play, strong man, tug of war etc. all
explored via physical theatre and that work was originally static and
then adapted into a promenade piece for Derby Feste.
The relationship with our audience in street theatre is special as
people are surprised to see us and we reach people who may not
have chosen to come and see us in a theatre. It’s had an impact on
our following because people who saw us for the first time on the
street come to a theatre to see us and are surprised to find us there
so there’s a lovely surprise element to the work. Performing
Kessoku and doing the tour was about finding a new audience, all
were receptive and positive but there was a challenge with
marketing, it wasn’t a children’s show, our actors being people with
disabilities led to some misconceptions.

We want our audiences to feel
involved emotionally
and involved creatively.

We work with all kinds of people at Hubbub
and are an inclusive company, there are
people in the room and in our shows who
are musicians and practitioners without
disabilities and we also work with people
with physical disabilities as well as learning
disabilities.
We’ve grown from a community model and
are taking steps into different areas; we’re at
the beginning of a journey. Part of our ethos
is also to develop the talent of the
non-disabled people we work with. Trainees
and assistant directorships are part of the
future picture. Our aim is to nurture talent.
There are many layers to the work and we
want to continue to develop that
multi- layered shape for the company into
the future.

KEY FACTS:
Date founded: 2014
Where: Derby
Actors or performers: Performers
Training opportunities: Planned
actor training programme pilot
2016. Currently entry level
performance skills.
Style of work: Ensemble focused,
devised, physical, clowning,
puppetry
Type of production work: Street
theatre,small scale venue touring
Target audience: Learning
disability interested, community,
family, general, adult
Recent productions: Village Green
Antics, Kessoku,
The Hubbub Club launch
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Whose stage is it anyway?
“You don’t see theatre directors in standard processes
putting themselves in their own shows. How do you
manage audience experience when you’re in it too?”

All three show director colleagues featured in this report have appeared on stage with
their actors and performers.
In my work with Dark Horse I’ve always been keen to
invest responsibility for stage performance in the actors
alone, both actors with learning disabilities and
without, and would find my task as editor/collaborator/
audience eye impossible from within the ensemble
(and I don’t flatter myself that my acting skills are in
any way up to it).
I asked each of my esteemed peers about their on
stage function and learned it happens for a mixture of
reasons, some pragmatic and due to small scale budget
restrictions making the pay rolled ‘artistic’ a viable
choice for touring and some creative, and stemming
from a desire to be part of that side of the work.
No judgement is made about their choices but there is
a question about what might be communicated via this
perceived high status directorial presence to a
general audience, unsused to seeing people with
learning disabilities in anything other than
stereotypically low status contexts.
The challenge in everything we do is to contradict
expectation, when an audience meets the work, we
want to showcase skill and competence where the
ancipated experience is often to the contrary.
Do we assist the reversal of this (low) expectation by
working to a set of rules different from the standard
professional ones?
A regular theatre goer would be surprised to see a
director on stage, why does work featuring actors and
performers with learning disabilities seem to need this
motif? What does it say about the capability of the
actor and performers? And does it remove the chance
to employ a specialist, a pro, an actor, to the role?
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I watched Mind The Gap’s touring production of
Contained where, in common with Hijinx’s Meet Fred,
Access All Areas’ Misfit Analysis and Hubbubs’ Kessoku,
a director was on stage and in this instance (as in Hijinx
and Access All Areas productions) playing the role of a
‘director’ directing.
To some extent the role was clearly conceived as ‘safety’
in case of dropped lines and activity, and was
perhaps making a comment about the Directors role
itself, Australia’s Back to Back having set this particular
deconstructive ball rolling in their acclaimed production
Ganesh Versus The Third Reich, but I wonder if finding
other ways to adapt content and airbag fluffed cues
might have a more empowering effect and give the
performers with disabilities a stronger presence.

“Why is there a support worker on the
stage? Is that person an actor or a
performer too?”

In community arts settings and where performers need
assistance that can only be offered by a support worker
then it makes total sense for that assistance to be
engaged. It’s likely also that the support worker is as
much a part of the social context of the work as anyone
else so why wouldn’t they be on stage too? Where the
work is inclusive and everyone in the room is a part of
the piece and where participation and engagement
rather than quality and general audience development
is the objective then the role of the support worker in a
piece of performance doesn’t beg any artistic questions
and skill levels aren’t an issue.

However where a piece of work is pitched as professional and for
a general audience and the actors or performers in a production have
appropriate aptitude and possibly training to do that job is it right
that an untrained or less trained or less able support worker take a
role on stage? What does that presence communicate to an
audience?
It’s fortunately been possible in integrated work I’ve done to absorb the needs of any actor into
another actors activity, to adapt content and style to ensure the work remains in the hands and
control of the actors with learning disabilities and to remove the need for a non theatre trained care
specialist to be a part of an audience facing professional process.

All companies work in different ways. One option is to engage high
calibre teams on a show by show basis and cast all actors via
audition, aiming to engage the best talent available and then working
as a the team to illuminate and inspire actors new to an integrated
process.
Its not an easy choice and its not open to every director to make, it brings its own complexities and
it’s only made possible via a training and an approach that gives actors with learning disabilities
ownership over a process but it does ensure that talent, engaged on merit, is the principal drive for
cast selection and ensures that actors and performers with learning disabilities are just that, actors
and performers, rather than the heightened embodiment of their disability.
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Opinions

The four collaborating directors voice some of their views...

Creative Minds is an Arts Council funded initiative which has inspired discussion around the
issue of quality within all of the arts generally where it relates to the work of artists with
learning disabilities. A series of conferences have taken place across the UK. Some discussion
has been theatre-related, focusing on the role of the theatre critic and asking why so little
of the work has been covered in the (dwindling) theatre sections of the national press and
attempts have been made to evaluate the work of both community and professional
companies. Quality, and how to measure it when considering theatre work of all kinds
featuring actors and perfomers with learning disabilities has also been a part of the debate.

The Creative Case for diversity is also an Arts Council initiative, promoting diversity as an
asset to creativity, prioritising diversity in programming and encouraging venues and others
to consider and take positive steps to diversify the creative workforce and the content of
outputs. Diversity can signify race, gender, disability of all kinds, sexuality, faith, gender
alignment and all kinds of difference.

VB: What are your thoughts about the Creative Minds initative and the quality
debate? Is learning disability considered an asset to the creative case for
diversity?

Nick L (Access All Areas): I think there’s a struggle with what’s community and what’s professional. It’s all
programmed at the same time. It’s alright for us to know the difference but general public haven’t got a clue. People
don’t want to upset anyone but it’s important that everyone is clear and able to say ‘no that’s not professional end’.
It’s an ongoing dialogue and it’s good that Creative Minds puts it in people’s heads. I think learning disability is an
asset to the creative case for diversity. The ACE head of diversity was at the Is That All There Is Conference in
Birmingham and spoke passionately about learning disabled artists and the creative case.
Lynda H (Dark Horse): There’s potential within these kind of projects for change to happen and it’s good that they
exist. Learning disability isn’t featured enough. It’s a shame that Ramps on the Moon, with a physical disability and
deaf focus, for example (see page 34) is about high level mainstream work and that Creative Minds with a learning
disability focus is far less ambitious in terms of profile, it feels inward looking rather than outward. I think the Arts
Council values theatre featuring actors with learning disability but there’s not enough of it being made, certainly not
at professional level. It’s in small pockets rather than being more broadly seen. Its hard to know what it is and who
it’s for, we don’t help ourselves with that and there need to be definitions.
Jen S (Hubbu): I see Creative Minds as a good discussion forum. There hasn’t been one in the midlands. I see it as
about inclusion and engagement. I think maybe learning disability is beginning to be seen as part of the creative case.
It’s exciting its beginning to be discussed like this.
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Ben PW (Hijinx): Creative Minds is a good start. It’s great to have discussions and blogs from people like Lyn Gardner.
It can only be positive but the discussion could do with being more robust. Is it helping with getting work into
venues? I’m not sure yet. They didn’t seem to be too much part of the conversation so how do we get those
managers and programmers in? Its possible that Creative Minds are in the right place to do that but I’m not sure
they’re quite there with it yet. Re: the creative case I’m not sure that work featuring actors with learning disabilities
is as recognised as work that is disability-led. There’s a difference in the perception there and maybe the voice isn’t
as strong. People with learning disabilities can’t advocate for themselves and I don’t know if our voice is respected as
much because we’re advocates. I’ve seen some terrible work. I’m sure we all have and it does a complete disservice
to what is possible within the field but it’s difficult to be honest in a conference where people can become defensive
and hurt.

VB: Each of your companies tour work in the UK, what’s your experience of
programming and encouraging venues to book your work? Is it getting easier
or harder for your work to be seen?

Lynda H: We’ve always had good relationships with the many venues we’ve toured to. We’ve always opened our
work here at our base in the Lawrence Batley Theatre and we’ve always had good audiences and good
relationships with the Stephen Joseph Theatre and the Lowry however the tour booking set up is constantly shifting
and changing so every time it’s different, the people change and the remits change so we aim to build a longer term
sustainable relationship where it’s about speaking to venues about their community relationships and groups they
work with (potential specific audience targets, older people, music groups, writing groups etc.) and developing our
own links with them. We know venues have challenges in terms of their programming and the windows of
opportunity are very small. Its so important to define clearly what the work is when it features an actor or actors
with learning disabilities so again there’s a need for venues to understand the vocabulary, it’s new to them and they
don’t necessarily know what they’re programming. We can say that the work is professional but I don’t think venues
know what that means in this context because the lines have been blurred. The community side of the work is very
different from the work that we make. That’s not always understood. It’s not easy talking about these things to
people who don’t work in the sector, but we hope over time to build strong relationships with venues.It’s always hard
to book a tour. I’d like to think that over time it becomes easier so that we could have a circuit of venues but I’m not
sure that’s the case for everybody. You hope that more people see the work and trust it and that the process gets
easier but if that’s the reality or not I don’t know.
Jen S: We’ve only had one experience so far as we’re so new to touring and we had fantastic backing from our home
venue Deda in Derby and the Attenborough Centre. It wasn’t easy and venues needed to work out who our audience
was. The documentary we made about the work was helpful and stood us in good stead. The venues are willing to
work with us again and take on the challenge. Taking the work wider than this small network, I don’t know.
Nick L: It’s getting easier. There’s been a massive drive from the Arts Council encouraging NPO’s, because of the need
for diversity to be reported and we’re getting more and more calls now. The Lyric Hammersmith wants to work with
us. With the kind of work we’re doing now we do a lot of festivals and try to go to cities, places where our work feels
more suited to, though its good to challenge small towns. Its not easy, I feel we still need to jump over more hoops
than normal, it’s a PR exercise, how you articulate.
Ben P.W: I think there are two things here because our audiences are changing and our style of work is changing.
Within Wales there’s an idea about what Hijinx does and programmers find it hard to let go of that concept and
there’s still some confusion about who its for and who the audience is. I’m in the process of booking Meet Fred for
next year and I’m getting a lot more interest from venues across the border, I don’t know why that is. I think there’s a
lot of development going on in England around building work featuring learning disability.
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VB: What’s your company’s definition of the word ‘disability’ ?

Jen S: Disability for Hubbub equals moderate learning disability and physical disability. We have one man with
moderate learning disabilities and cerebral palsy and he’s deaf. We focus on the person and their talent, not the
disability in our work. We don’t talk about disability in the rehearsal room, we make work! We have one wheelchair
user, there are no PA’s in the room. Our hearing impaired actor has a communication assistant. People are
independent, not dependent.
Ben PW: I don’t see disability necessarily, obviously there’s a whole conversation that disability is something society
imposes on a person and I agree with that to some extent and the people we work with tend to be on the milder
spectrum and Asperger’s because they have the ability to work professionally with the right support around them.
There are some people we will never work with because their needs are so high that it would negate their
involvement, it’s about the individual rather than the disability.
Lynda H: The definition is too broad. Learning disability needs its own definition and learning disability shouldn’t be
put with all disability as someone with a physical disability may not have a learning disability and wouldn’t want that
definition.
Nick L: My definition is the social model which is that society disables people. So for me someone has disability
because society hasn’t moved around that individual. We’re person centred, the person in the middle and society has
to sort itself out.

VB: Where does autism fit for you?

Jen S: We have one man with autism and he manages well. We can work with autism as long as it’s not too profound.
We tend to meet people through the hub and we can work with people and see if they fit. At this time the ensemble
works well with this criteria.
Ben PW: We work with people with learning disabilities and with people with autism and Asperger’s.
Lynda H: Our way of working is pitched towards people with moderate learning disabilities who aren’t necessarily
verbally skilled. People with mild autism have worked with the company but these people are the exception and the
emphasis on ensemble collaboration, non verbal work and collective objectives can be a challenge.
Nick L: We’re having a conversation at the moment around ‘neuro-difference’ as a potential term for the people we
work with so we can say we are company which works with people with learning disabilities and people with
neuro-difference (autism). The people we work with who have autism don’t particularly like the term and also don’t
particularly like being identified as having learning disabilities because often they don’t. Yes. It’s two different things.
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VB: I’ve always said in terms of the work that I use an inclusive approach (the
silent approach, engaging everyone of all kinds to the work) to make integrated
theatre meaning it has both learning disabled and non-learning disabled actors
in it. What’s your definition of those two things?
Ben PW: Inclusion I see as including people working side by side as equals within our work. I describe us as an
inclusive theatre company, it could mean culturally and this that and the other so we talk about casting and working
with learning disabilities, that’s our version. Integration? I don’t see a difference, it’s a word used more regularly but
used equally and being part of a festival we work with different languages and across the globe people interchange
inclusive with integration.
Jen S: In devising we want to include everyone’s ideas and responses, may be non-verbal and I will watch and pull out
key moments. In Kessoku one of the members had seen a large scale puppet in street theatre and thought we could
use it on stage as an ogre. He was proud his idea had come to fruition. It’s the inclusion of ideas. A fully collaborative
process. Integration means involving non learning-disabled artists. Professionals and recently graduated and trained
people. The whole ethos is of working as a company and that’s where we lose the gaps. Each does what they’re best
at. All support comes from within the work.
Nick L: Inclusion is always bandied around. I believe in it. Its about mixed classes, being involved in the community,
I passionately believe in it but I don’t want it for the sake of it. It’s fine in a floaty world. The arts should represent
what’s going on and I feel it gets lost in a sea of voices. Inclusive makes me think of big scale shows with young
people with and without learning disabilities, often signing along to songs, even though most people with learning
disabilities don’t sign. It feels like we all took a weird love potion and are wrapping those with disabilities in cotton
wool. I prefer the term integrated as that signifies an equal playing field rather than a ‘doing good’ mentality.
Lynda H: I struggle with the word inclusion, it’s not a word we use. Integration is people working together, on a show,
a mixture of people with and without learning disabilities.

VB: Are there any words or phrases around the
work you do which grate/are problematic?
Ben PW: Learning difficulties.
Nick L: Special needs. ‘Ah didn’t they do well. They learned all the lines. It gives them something to do. How do you
do what you do without crying all day? If I did your job I would be crying all the time. How are those children you’re
working with?’ Learning difficulties.
Lynda H: Artists. A few people have said ‘Your job must be really rewarding.’ It’s just hard work, a job like any other. I
don’t consider learning disability too much with the people we work with, and try not to define people by their
disability. There’s no room for any of that stuff.
Jen S: ‘Didn’t they do well’. Anything patronising and condescending, fluffy and/or caring. A liberal middle class ‘Oh
isn’t it lovely’ response. ‘They get a lot from it don’t they?’ Wafting materials around. Therapy is fine but it’s a whole
other agenda, this is about theatre and performance.
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VB: Have Arts Council England and/or Arts Council Wales
initiatives like Ramps on the Moon and Unlimited been
progressive for work featuring actors with learning
disabilities?
Jen S: I don’t think Ramps On The Moon has a learning disability element. It’s a clear separation isn’t it?
Lynda H: Ramps On The Moon as far as I know has no learning disability presence in its’ current production.
Unlimited and grants for the arts excludes people with moderate learning disabilities who can’t badge the work as
‘artist-led.’
Nick L: I don’t know much about Ramps On The Moon. Any intervention including Unlimited and Elevate can only
bring positive change and can only help us to articulate our identity within that. We have to align ourselves to it.
Ben PW: I don’t know about Ramps On The Moon, possibly there’s a gap.

VB: Increased visibility and representation as broadly
as possible for actors with learning disabilities, across
film TV and stage will rely on new crossover initiatives in
the years to come, especially in training and mentoring
writers and directors. Casting in the industry has been
an area where positive changes have been made
recently- what’s your experience?

Ben PW: We get a fair bit of interest because of BBC Cardiff, Dr. Who and Casualty are made here. The processes
though aren’t usually positive. In general the TV process causes difficulty because it’s all done at the last minute
which is difficult because there’s a lot to think of in terms of access and it tends to be that they’re looking for
someone to come into a role, rather than role fitting around a person. It needs a sea change to make the process
more accessible, it needs to happen a lot earlier and writers need to think about who they’re writing for.
Vanessa B: I think writers need to be aware of how they’re writing about the learning disability life experience, its
very rare for a TV writer to write for a particular actor. Channel Four, Shameless, Lawrence Till and writer Ian Kershaw
worked with me and the actors at Dark Horse to frame an episode of SHAMELESS, coming in to work with the
ensemble, listening and learning. On the flip side of that actors with learning disabilities can be trained to work to
industry pace and expectation and I feel we need to be cautious about demands for the industry to radically change;
at the business end training is the key, if actors know how to work at pace they gain the access, it can be done, at the
influence end it’s about educating producers and creatives.
Nick L: We’ve had a lot of TV interest and our artists have gained quite a bit of work. An actor is working on a new
Jo Brand project for Channel Four. We have a regular character in Holby City, we spoke to them about access, they
provided a support worker, they make his scenes are lumped together. We were involved in a major film last year
which was torturous. The director wanted the actors to appear ‘more learning disabled’. Rows were had. The company wanted to change the support set up to a stranger when the support in place was trusted by all parties.
Ultimately I had to quote the equalities act. There were very long days on set. They started out looking for an actor
and ended up looking for set dressing. I said I’m not putting anyone through that again. I felt harassed.
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Jen S: We have no experience of this yet. Derby theatre aim to cast locally and there is a TV caster here who does
Doctors and I’d like to learn more about it.
Lynda H: It’s getting a bit better, we’ve had a few positive experiences and Mind The Gap for example have an agent
for their actors in Leeds. We’ve worked with TV companies and film makers. It’s always challenging but good when
they come to us as a company with as specialism.

VB: Challenge exists for all of us around identity,
around theatre production and touring specifically,
the very particular work that we all do and the
difference between this work and other kinds of
work, what is the learning disability theatre sector?

Lynda H: I think about it all the time. A lot of companies are more general arts organisations where they do
multiple things so they aren’t just theatre companies they have an arm where they make shows or whatever, they
have what they define as a training arm, and a music arm and an art arm and it’s not what I think of as a theatre
company, so much of it is community focused. We’re a theatre company. Clearly.
Nick L: Deaf people are quite loud about the work they do and their position and they all hang out with each other
and are quite chatty within a tight community and these days any ACE application comes under the term ‘deaf and
disabled’. We should be rallying ourselves together. We should be really supporting each other and saying this is who
we are, we’re all doing fantastic work. Varied work, but good work. We are an identity in ourselves.
Ben PW: I think there are a group of organisations that work in the way we do, is that a sector? The idea of the Unity
Festival was to strengthen the idea of there being a sector. I think there is one, definitely internationally and I feel it
maybe more through running a festival. We maintain relationships with Mind The Gap and Danse Immobile and Back
to Back in Australia. That’s what I see as a sector, companies who are working professionally within this field. Maybe
there’s not enough of a feeling of being together within that necessarily but I would describe it as a sector yes.
Jen S: I’m not sure what it is because it’s so broad. We’re a theatre company working with adults with learning
disabilities but the sector itself I’m not sure. There’s such a big spectrum of learning disability. From profound to
moderate (sic: and mild). And it can also mean work made for, rather than created by. I find it unclear and I flounder
because at conferences etc. there’s a lot of talk about learning disability theatre but there are all kinds of agendas in
that one group.
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VB: Is there any point in making theatre featuring actors and
performers with learning disabilities aimed at mainstream
audiences?

Nick L: Yes yes yes and yes. I think they way we work, the way Cian Binchy worked in the Vaults Waterloo and it’s
always quite full, a bustly place, up for experimental theatre and there’s something around risk and trying to find
your USP and what an audience member is looking for. The theatre we’ve made for the streets has reached people
who would never otherwise come into contact with learning disability, these people would never have come into a
theatre space and we subverted that and I love that.
Jen S: It’s an interesting question. I think about that and about your theatre writing and the different styles of
theatre and our style, even if we were a mainstream company, our work wouldn’t be main stage work and that’s
about our creative identity. Look at work that’s programmed for main house audiences I think that yes there is a
point in doing it, because it’s about equality.
Ben PW: Yes. There’s every point. Otherwise it becomes insular, working as we used to for a purely learning disabled
audience. The output became and becomes small in its thinking and there’s the opportunity to do both I hope. To
bring learning disabled audiences into mainstream audiences, it’s important to represent learning disabled people
on stages and offer a cross section of the society in which we live. It makes the work richer. It goes back to a wider
concept of changing perceptions in people’s daily lives.
Lynda H: Why not? If the work’s good then anyone can enjoy it. Of course there is, it depends on the work. You need
to know who the work is aimed at. For us it’s a general audience. The conservatoire (A year long project making work
for different audiences) has been for specific audience groups but our production work is for mainstream audiences.
It’s strong enough and tells universal stories.

VB: And because I can’t resist joining in its very much a yes from me. To follow on from Lynda’s comment Dark
Horse has made TV that’s played out to four million people and toured to full, appreciative and sizeable auditoriums
all over the country with new drama and comedy. Those audiences are diverse and general and pay for a ticket in
the expectation of seeing a good piece of theatre, their prejudices and expectations are challenged as an added
extra.
The value is in changing minds not in preaching to the choir.
People with learning disabilities used to be hidden from view, in the past few years more actors have
represented more people with learning disabilities on screen and and on stage and this is progress, it has to
continue and develop and these actors and the ‘work’ needs to be seen by a cross section of society or we start to
move backwards and invisibility with all of its sinister resonances becomes a geniune risk again.

General audience work is crucial.
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Some selected thoughts

From the collaborating directors...
“A lot of learning disability
representation on TV is shocking, it’s
not the best written stuff, so we just
have to open peoples eyes up to it”
“We don’t want 1970’s
normalisation in the work. ‘Sit there’
‘Eat your dinner’ ‘Button your shirt up’
‘Act like a proper human being’ and I
think that as theatre makers we have
to be aware of that history.”
Nick L.Access All Areas
“We haven’t to be naïve, attitudes are
old fashioned, people with Downs
Syndrome are still often considered to
have no capability, let alone talent.”
“Companies which make professional
touring work of quality featuring actors
with learning disabilities are few and
protective. We have to open these
doors and have these conversations.”
Lynda H. Dark Horse

“With critics I don’t believe that people
should see the work we do in a different
light, it has to be seen in the light of any
other professional producing theatre
company.”
“We always have to state the case that
we’re professional. Others don’t have to
shout about that, the assumption when
work features actors with learning
disabilities is that its non-professional.
That’s the public perception.”
Ben P.W Hijinx

“I haven’t noticed theatre featuring
actors with learning disabilities being
lauded. Artists with physical disabilities
and deaf artists yes. I don’t think actors
and performers with learning disabilities
are considered but it’s exciting its
beginning to be discussed now.”
Jen S. Hubbub
Toby Meredith/I Love You Baby scratch/Stephen Joseph Theatre
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Final words and ideas for a positive future
The four companies and four directors and scores of actors and performers who’ve
contributed to Separate Doors are gloriously different but united in their belief in
the value of the work that they make for the audiences they aim to reach and
influence.
No one wants to exist in isolation, work of an excellent standard, hewn with rigour
and delivered with skill, deserves to be seen by as many people as possible
Integrated mainstream theatre is not currently represented at all on UK stages.
Actors with ability and aptitude need to be given opportunity again to work alongside
non learning disabled actors in casts and companies to redress an imbalance and
be seen by as broad an audience as possible.
Organisations need to proudly state that they are community arts/ inclusive arts
organisations or professional producing theatre companies and who their work is pitched
towards.
Theatre companies with ambition to reach general audiences work with a
particular set of requirements and the two areas of work need to be clearly defined.
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Joe Sproulle Alice Rogers and Ben Langford/new play in development
A MAN WITH DOWNS SYNDROME TALKS ABOUT LOVE AND TELLS A STORY/Vanessa Brooks and Dark Horse

How about...
A badged network of producing theatre companies whose work features actors and performers with
learning disabilities pitched towards general adult audiences and structured opportunities for venues
and programmers to meet with the network.
An initiative akin or related to Ramps On The Moon which draws together the best
learning disability talent in the UK to work with established non learning disabled directors, writers and
casts in touring production work to middle scale regional theatres, with an attendant
dissemination and learning package for mainstream creative talent.
An in sector national database and agency for actors with learning disabilities, acting as a
‘go to one stop shop’ for theatre producers, TV companies and film makers, offering talent representation
and consultancy.
An ‘advocacy version ’ application process for artist-led funding streams, offering access for actors
and performers with learning disabilities.

Celebrating the brilliance of theatre work being made with
and by exceptional talent, working with genuine equality.

....Making tomorrow’s theatre today.
www.vanessabrooks2020.com
@DoorsSeparate
www.accessallareastheatre.org
@AAATheatre
www.darkhorsetheatre.co.uk
@darkhorse_uk
www. hijinx.org.uk
@HijinxTheatre
www.hubbubtheatre.org
@hubbubtheatre
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www.VanessaBrooks2020.com
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